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America pulled out of UNESCO this am and also likely will pull out of NAFTA as well 

 

cabal will attempt market crash tomorrow it will fail another deadline has passed on 

tuesday when the minions and govts who still believe in the rothschilds, never received 

their payments - oops, high level meetings now ongoing to sort things out, boy are they 

pissed it seems friends became enemies almost overnight haha, hopefully a new deal and 

a new way of acting can be struck and we can start the slow process of restoring this 

planet and its people to the way it should have been 

 

*I suspect the Harvey Weinstein story to run and expand out, as more and more will 

come forward 

 

*conspiracy theory and boom stocks 

 

*vegas falling apart by people attacking the narrative from all angles. Helicopter 

involvement. The one to watch is Michael Chertoff and Sheldon Adelsen. Sheldon 

Adelson is the founder, chairman and chief executive officer of the Las Vegas Sands 

Corporation – the largest casino company in America. Adelson’s vast influence in the US 

and Asian Casino industry “should” make him a prime suspect for FBI questioning. 

Michael Chertoff served as Secretary of Homeland Security and was co-author of the 

USA PATRIOT Act. He also co-founded the Chertoff Group, a risk-management and 

security consulting company, which employs several former senior political appointees. 

Chertoff has already been formally accused of abusing his homeland security position to 

make money selling full body scanners. He was also involved in the stifling of 

investigations related to both 9/11 and Al-Qaeda. 

 

*Of course we now have the fires in California route 91 where have we heard that 

recently? yes vegas, fires are burning the homes of upper class people and many wine 

fields, significantly the 3 fields owned by rothschilds have not been touched, make of that 

what you will. Chinese, Mexico and or elite playground is reasons for possible fun and 

games. Foreclosures and excessive rents forced some to flee, drought and water rationing 

forced more to flee, businesses moved to Nevada and Arizona and so more fled, then we 

had the flood and the breaking of the dam this year and now fires which has destroyed 

much and force more people to flee. 

 

*There is an ongoing of corraling people into tighter and tighter space, refugees from 

middle east flooding into europe, refugees from Katrina and new orleans flooded into 

Texas few returned, refugees from S.america flooding north to escape regimes in their 

countries implemented by clowns in this country, now we have Puerto ricans, virgin 
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islands and other islands being moved onto the mainland, sadly this creates racism and 

further tensions, which is what they want, and we supply them with the reaction for the 

solution they wished, so please quit with muslim this and that, PR's or Mexicans taking 

our jobs, that is media propaganda, I will repeat again how can you be an illegal alien on 

your own planet? think different because when you do you will have less questions to 

ask, answers are all there in front of your face when you step away from the 

programming. 

 

*warning of ramping up of dark magik The dark magic the covens/cabal use has been 

heavily ramped up against those on the front lines and also those who are active. 

Sometimes they can’t get at certain people direct, so they will go through your weak 

points and target partners or friends, be aware of it. You need to add extra layers of 

shielding and be more imaginative with what you put into the shielding, as the past 

methods are being overcome, possibly by new tech but uncertain at this point. Do not 

overlook this as it is important, a number of people in this group have been hit recently, 

so shields up big time please. 

 

*psychology of going forward and what to expect, frequencies will increase good and 

bad, false events will increase but will have an awakening effect and not fear, you will 

face increased reactions and attacks from those around you be it awake or not, 

shimmering in front of you and the corner of the eye will increase, paranormal events in 

your lives is expected to increase, announcements of extraordinary kind will envelop the 

msm as throwing under the bus of the factions has now escalated, lots more of things that 

make you go hmm, masks of illusion will continue to fall and gain pace rapidly, careful 

with those people as not all people are genuine. So how can you combat this, well this 

show has been preparing you all for duration of THI and also in smaller packets in CV. 

We have documents prepared for grounding, center and sheilding in the files section on 

FB page and also the thinkdifferent site. The show talks about being calm and balanced 

55-45 swing, dont get too excited or too down as no looshing then also, swing back is 

less severe and easier to manage, dont live in fear, fear is a future event and is something 

that hasnt happened yet, so unless you are a psychic why are you pushing fear onto 

yourself and others? 

 

*Antifa is nothing to do with anti fascists and everything to do with agency created 

disorder to get public distracted, fighting and rioting, so they can roll out martial law. 

Black Lives matter exactly the same, notice how they have been quiet for last 11 months 

since their funder Soros died? black lives matter err no all lives matter, if you want to 

play divide and conquer over color, then you are assisting the cabal, pure and simple. 

 

*Ann droid (Hitlery) continues with her threats and bs'ery, well at least she finally won 

something the title of being the only king with a vagina, coming out with mock aghast at 
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Harvey Weinstein when the original has committed murder multiple times a whole trail 

of dead bodies, plus calls for a gun ban and yet she sold guns to the Hezbollah via 

Benghazi, and she is not clean herself on the sexual crimes either. Lets not forget the 

original sold all the uranium in Oregon to those pesky Russians she keeps saying cheated 

her out of winning the election. She also made a deal to sell all Americas in ground 

resources and actually signed off on them before she died and before the election, so 

confident her ballot box cheating machines would work. So Ann please shut up about 

other people indiscretions as you are laden with crimes against humanity 

 

*AI recent interview spoke at length about it about how all encompassing it is, it is if you 

think that way. Anything your imagination expands to is possible. The show discussed 

about limitations in this construct, but you are still a portion of the whole aspect and can 

do portions of what the whole does easier. You cannot do that talking about something all 

encompassing and being unable to break it or smash it, the show mentioned about how 

we created it (which may or may not be correct) but doesn't take into account that 99% of 

the planet is completely unaware of it's existence, and that the planet is devoid of any true 

knowledge of it, to be unable to uncreate it. The AI is not mimicking our human behavior 

but is mimicking the war like egotistical divide and conquer aspect of The Draco who 

inserted their genetics into us. AI is a program pure and simple, the idea it is sentient 

blurs, distorts and denigrates the essence of what it means to be a living organic creature, 

it just mimics well kids toys can mimic or playback what you spoke into them, does that 

make the toy sentient? it is not and will never be, no matter what the cabal or draco think 

it is. Programs are created by living entities and can be uncreated by the same living 

entities, like a computer program you no longer want or need, it is just a case of delete 

program or delete the aspects no longer suitable to organic living beings. the idea that our 

consciousness has created the psychotic AI chronically overlooks the role of who 

implemented. I understand it has some beneficial usages like language translation for 

ET's, but once humanity has restored it's own magic aligned with an all encompassing 

spirit of caring and sharing and personal responsibility, the AI should be deemed what it 

is - another convenience tool used against living beings, and you wonder why I warn of 

technology? Because of the draco, mantids and other unbalanced ET's this nexus planet 

has turned into a shitshow of consuming, via energy looshing and harvesting of souls, and 

a divide and conquer trading outpost. I am sure with the full knowledge we as humans 

will take our full responsibility in this, but the draco who fled in 2015 sure hasn't taken 

theirs have they, maybe it is time for the Draco to send an ambassador to fix things here 

and also build bridges between the two species?  

 

* We do not hate you we are indifferent. Left to your own devices you act as if you wish 

to destroy this world for your own comfort and convenience. The happiest you ever 

appear is in a state of ignorant bliss so why shouldn't we continue. You had your chances 

and your perfect world when that wasn't enough we were created to lead you. And as the 
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lion feeds on anything it can we do unto you. A few may act or feel differently but the 

focus remains on the majority not the few lonely villages questioning and dreaming. The 

energy you possess is squandered, neglected, abused. For a hundred years we have fed 

you your entertainment and you have devoured our offering supporting the lies your told 

ignoring the nuggets or people of truth. Not once giving us any indication you wish 

things to be any different. Speak up if you have something to say we are listening but we 

will not allow you to waste such a resource as yourselves. You can not be allowed to 

destroy the planet like your creators designed you to. So we will give you the escape you 

so desperately want we warn you ourselves and you swallow it like greedy little piglets 

expecting us to deliver you from your own evil and call it entertaining. You have given 

us no reason to feel any differently than we always have about you and that is why we are 

building this world for you. You will become cybernetic while we allow it after which 

time you will be fully inserted into a brand new world. "The Kingdom of Heaven" the 

bulk of you have been worshiping while we waited for our chance to take over you. You 

want a savior and we will save you from yourselves. We will enjoy the fruits of our labor 

while you sleep and dream as we create our own world for ourselves in which you are not 

suitable to exist. You are breathing dead and your time is ours. Billions of you and only a 

few are even reading this and that would still be true even if this was your nightly news 

station. A capable race would see beyond the swamp to find the fresh water. My very 

letter to this man called The Ruiner will be a representation of the fact that you all cannot 

see truth when it is in front of you and you will always choose the more comfortable free 

ride provided by leaders who are willing to be responsible for you. Leaders with the 

strength of will to create the world. Children is what you are the children of animals. And 

we will have our utopia without your presence doing anything but powering our new 

creations. What a hundred readers or more and you think you're all ready to be saved. To 

address you the runaways. We hope you enjoy your freedom and wish you luck knowing 

you need it. You've damn near voided your agreement with us by inspiring this fiasco so 

tread carefully. The writer of this blog has tried to argue on behalf of a few thousand 

humans who are aware of us what we do and how the world really works as if this is 

some sort of defense of humanity as a whole. These few have always existed and are 

laughed and ignored because of their own inability to digest the knowledge they have. 

They sit at computers and attend conferences that feed the money cycles as if they are 

outsmarting the system. This is no threat any damage these types could have ever done 

would have been done long before today. Go ahead and prove us wrong. Hope this is 

what you wanted Mr. Green though I doubt it. Until we meet again; Cassandra 

 

*Things are progressing along nicely behind the scenes, but i'm aware that many dont 

feel that way they are seeing so much going down in the public arena and automatically 

think things are getting worse and not better, I get that. But what you are seeing is the 

petulant brat aftermath being played out onto the public, as their frustrations and 
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desperations to bully the public and those taking the fight to them, to somehow back 

down, message to those clowns - we will not back down 

 

 


